Gmc sierra pictures

The half-ton pickup-trucks were often used for off-roading situations, and the carmakers made
them more and more capable of getting in the middle of nowhere and back without too much
fuss. But in the end, it all comes to the ground clearance, tires, power, and traction There was a
time when pick-up trucks were just pick-up trucks, with no convenience features and a
rudimentary interior design. The GMC Sierra Denali is just an example of how things evolved
along the time, being one of the most luxurious pick-up trucks on the market. For , the Denali
featured lots of innovative features to provide maximum practicality and comfort. The luxurious
pick GMC Sierra Denali 5. GMC Sierra Denali 6. The all-new GMC Sierra full-size pickup is the
most powerful, most advanced and most refined truck in the brand's year history. GMC Sierra's
bold new exterior houses one of three all-new EcoTec3 engines, a fully updated cabin with
available next-generation IntelliLink connectivity and other features designed for the most
discerning truck owners. Premium materials, attenti GMC introduced the third generation of the
Sierra in and, a year later, it introduced the regular-cab option, which was not aimed only for
workers. With over a century of experience on the market, GMC Trucks already knew what its
customers want from their pickup-trucks. Even though it couldn't beat the Ford in the sales
figures, that didn't mean that there was something wrong w The GMC Sierra comes powered by
an efficient lineup of engines. The most powerful engine, available only for the crew cab
version, is a 6. The third generation of the Sierra was introduced in as a model, and the
light-duty trucks appeared on the market in Even though it couldn't beat the Ford in the sales
figures, that didn't mean that there was something wrong with the way the vehi All rights
reserved. GMC Sierra Denali. Here is our very first look at the refreshed GMC Sierra Elements
like the chrome window trim, door handles, and mirror caps suggest that we're looking at the
range-topping Denali model. GMC keeps this development vehicle under very heavy camouflage
that does a pretty good job of hiding the changes to the front and rear. Starting at the nose, it
appears that the LED running lights might no longer run along the outer edges of the headlights
because there's no illumination at the bottom of them. There's a grid pattern visible in the grille,
but we suspect this might be a red herring. Rather than a part of the vehicle's design, these
vertical and horizontal areas could just be extra support for the fabric. Also, there's a sensor in
the center. The styling changes at the back are a complete mystery. Some tweaks to the
taillights and bumper are possible. Don't expect the Multipro tailgate to go away because it's
one of GMC's selling points for the truck against competitors. The photos don't provide a good
view inside of the updated Sierra. In a recent announcement, GMC says that the Super Cruise
advanced driver-assist system is coming to the truck late in the model year. The tech even
supports hands-free driving while towing. There are also rumors about the update including
fairly significant cabin material improvements. Powertrain changes aren't clear, either. There are
no rumors of any significant changes, so don't expect much. The Sierra should go on sale
around the middle of next year. The debut should happen before then, though. Early seems like
a probable timeframe for a full unveiling. Source: Automedia. Home News Spy Shots. Dec 10, at
pm ET. By : Chris Bruce. Super Cruise is coming. Car Buying Service Get upfront price offers
on local inventory. Search for: New Cars. Used Cars. Spy Shots. Sign In or Sign Up. What the
GM partner needs is a competitive interior. Will Sierra share the interior with the redesigned
Yukon? General Motors plans to upgrade its full-size half-ton trucks â€” Silverado and Sierra
â€” for the model year. The prototype model seen here wears ample camouflage on the front
which completely obscures the changes underneath. However, the exterior design updates will
pale when compared to what is available for the interior, as well as the various in-vehicle
technologies. That will include a revised infotainment system cluster running the same general
software as the current Sierra models , , and , albeit presented on a different and potentially
larger screen. The GMC Sierra will have a suitable job for that, as it goes up against the
well-received Ram as well as the all-new Ford F Despite criticism of the interiors of all-new
models unveiled for the calendar year, the GMC Sierra and Chevy Silverado are selling well.
Sierra sales increased 10 percent to , units during the first six months of the calendar year ,
while Silverado sales increased 4 percent to , units in the same period. Moving on to the
exterior, we can see that the checkered and angular look of the current Sierra will continue
through this refresh. Here we expect the 3. We know that the carmaker is also working on
electric powertrains, but we hope to see its debut for the first time in the Hummer-branded truck
that will go on sale at GMC dealerships. We look forward to what we think will be the inclusion
of spy photos soon as this truck continues to carry out tests. Skip to content. Table of
Contents. Go to mobile version. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. The GMC Sierra
was just redesigned for the model year, but the hyper-competitive half-ton segment will see an
updated Denali offering for and, as we can see from these spy photos , GMC is already testing
prototypes. There's quite a bit covered up on this particular example, leading us to believe the
Sierra Denali's refresh will be on the heavy side. We're not surprised, as GM's usually

comfortable position within the full-size segment has been eroded over the past few years,
largely due to intrusion into the luxury market on the part of both Ford and Ram. From these
shots, we can tell the Sierra Denali will get at least one new grille if not several of them , new
headlights, new bumpers, new bed sides, new tail lights and perhaps even an updated tailgate,
though we expect that will matter more on trucks not equipped with the MultiPro multi-function
tailgate option, which tends to take up a lot of stylistic real estate. As comprehensive as that
may sound, it's nothing compared to what GMC has in store for the Denali's upgraded interior.
Super Cruise â€” GM's highway semi-self-driving suite â€” will headline the updates. This is big
news for two reasons. For starters, Super Cruise has thus far been relegated only to Cadillac ,
so the Denali will likely be among the first outside of that model line to offer it. GM also claims
that the version of Super Cruise coming to the Sierra is capable of towing. Yes, hands-free
towing. Besides Super Cruise the Sierra is getting a fully digital instrument cluster as part of
what appears to be a fairly comprehensive interior redesign, different from both the current
Sierra, standard Yukon and Yukon Denali interiors. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are
also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our
stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our
site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. Spy Shots. Byron Hurd. Share 0 Comments. Related Video:. Compare Now. Sign in to
post. X Sign in to post Please sign in to leave a comment. View More. See Local Pricing. I'm not
in the market for a vehicle at this time. Please move this suggestion to the side for 30 days.
Thank You Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info. We
notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to
disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop
down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ
depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were
viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes
a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled
to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in
your browser. Please enter a display name. Cancel Change Name. GM truck enthusiasts feel the
sting when some major upgrades for the Silverado and Sierra are pushed back from to But the
wait is getting shorter â€” we get the first details about the new and redesigned features of this
American classic. We understand very well that GM Authority first reported General Motors
planning to update its full-size half-ton truck â€” the Silverado and Sierra â€” for the model year.
The prototype model seen here wears ample camouflage on the front which completely
obscures the changes underneath. However, the exterior design updates will pale when
compared to what is available for the interior, as well as the various in-vehicle technologies. The
most significant update among them is their overhaul of the interior, which will integrate some
of the hardware from their full-size SUV cousins, the Chevrolet Tahoe, and the GMC Sierra. This
plan was originally intended for the Silverado and Sierra trucks. However, as the COVID
pandemic hit the auto industry, this increase has been pushed back by a year. As per the
Chevrolet Silverado and GMC Sierra ordering guidelines, the two T1 Platform trucks will be
largely unchanged from before, except for a few packages and a few changes here and there. Its
function completely changed the scope of truck body use, and as a result, Ford and Ram
considered countermeasures. The Chevrolet Silverado will finally see this tailgate too, but with
different branding. This update will especially be the biggest change customers can see and
touch. The original interiors for the T1 Silverado and Sierra have so far received a bit of fanfare,
especially as critics have called out and ahead over what Ram is doing with the cabin of his
trucks. The Ford F is also engaged in interior design in terms of functionality. Examples include
a fully reclining front seat and a retractable gear selector that creates a flat surface for laptops
and tablets. A little help. As tuners start looking for ways to work with Silverado and Sierra
cybersecurity, GM will be slamming its doors. This is due to the application of the Global B
electrical architecture currently found on the Corvette C8. We originally reported on the
seemingly impenetrable cybersecurity measures that kept the Corvette Stingray ECU under lock
and key over a year ago. And sadly, we are still right. But they gained more followers as a result,
which they only pursued in the first place. The main stylistic feature that makes us believe this
is the Sierra is the folding design on the front door. In this test mule, this line extends from
under the mirror and rises as it moves backward, as in the Sierra. In contrast, the Silverado
folds more clearly and flows in the opposite direction. The camo shape covering the taillight
cluster also follows the Sierra headlight more closely than the Silverado. The reviewer, who
later acknowledged this was likely the Sierra, pointed out the new grille and new bedside steps
for what looked like a Double Cab body style. Hopefully, these useful features make their way
into the updated Sierra and Silverado. No spy photos were taken of the interior, although we

hope GM will improve the cabin, as the Silverado and Sierra are not in the leading position in
this regard. What the GM partner needs is a competitive interior. Will Sierra share the interior
with the redesigned Yukon? That will include a revised infotainment system cluster running the
same general software as the current Sierra models, , , and , albeit presented on different and
potentially larger screens. The GMC Sierra will have a suitable
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job for that, as it goes up against the well-received Ram as well as the all-new Ford F Moving on
to the exterior, we can see that the checkered and angular look of the current Sierra will
continue through this refresh. We expect the 3. We know that the automaker is also working on
electric powertrains, but we hope to see their debut in the Hummer-branded truck that will go on
sale at GMC dealerships for the first time. We look forward to what we think will be a swift burst
of spy photos as this truck continues its tests. Despite criticism of the interiors of the all-new
models unveiled for the calendar year, the GMC Sierra and Chevy Silverado are selling well.
Sierra sales rose 10 percent to , units during the first six months of the calendar year , while
Silverado sales have increased 4 percent to , units during the same period. And based on the
previous update schedule, expect Silverado HD and Sierra HD to get this upgrade for the model
year. Table of Contents. Go to mobile version.

